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Abstract The focus is on the quality assessment of pre-

cise orbit and clock products for the emerging Galileo,

BeiDou, and QZSS systems. Products provided by Multi-

GNSS Experiment (MGEX) over 2 years are used for

evaluation. First, the products are assessed by orbit and

clock comparisons among individual analysis centers

(ACs), which give us an objective impression of their

consistency. In addition, the precise orbits are verified by

satellite laser ranging (SLR) residuals, which can be

regarded as indicators of orbit accuracy. Moreover, precise

point positioning (PPP) tests are conducted to further verify

the quality of MGEX precise orbits and clocks. Orbit

comparisons show agreements of about 0.1–0.25 m for

Galileo, 0.1–0.2 m for BeiDou MEOs, 0.2–0.3 m for Bei-

Dou IGSOs, and 0.2–0.4 m for QZSS. The BeiDou GEO

orbits, however, have the worst agreements having a few

meters differences. Clock comparisons of individual ACs

have a consistency of 0.2–0.4 ns for Galileo, 0.2–0.3 ns for

BeiDou IGSOs, 0.15–0.2 ns for BeiDou MEOs, 0.5–0.8 ns

for BeiDou GEOs, and 0.4–0.8 ns for QZSS in general.

The SLR validations demonstrate an accuracy of about

0.1 m for the current Galileo, BeiDou IGSO/MEO orbits,

and about 0.2 m for QZSS orbits. However, the SLR

residuals of BeiDou GEO orbits show a systematic bias of

about -0.5 m together with a standard deviation of 0.3 m.

Solutions of PPP with different products mostly agree well

with each other, which further confirms the good consis-

tency of orbits and clocks among ACs. After convergence,

an accuracy of 1 mm to 1 cm for static PPP and a few

centimeters for kinematic PPP is achieved using multi-

GNSS observations and MGEX orbit and clock products.

However, it should be noted that a few exceptions may

exist throughout the evaluations due to the insufficient

models, different processing strategies, and ongoing

updates applied by individual ACs.

Keywords Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) � Orbit
comparison � Clock comparison � Satellite laser ranging

validation � Precise point positioning (PPP)

Introduction

Following the great success of GPS and GLONASS, new

navigation constellations such as BeiDou (or BDS), QZSS,

and IRNSS are being built-up by Europe, China, Japan, and

India. Today, we have more than 70 operational navigation

satellites in orbit from several systems transmitting a

variety of signals on multiple frequencies. In response to

the increasing number of global navigation satellite sys-

tems (GNSS), the International GNSS Service (IGS)

launched the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX) in 2012

(Montenbruck et al. 2014). Aside from collecting multi-

GNSS tracking data from a global network implemented in

parallel to the core IGS network, MGEX promotes the

generation of dedicated multi-GNSS orbit and clock

products and the development of the advanced processing

algorithms and software (Rizos et al. 2013).
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The fusion of multi-GNSS will undoubtedly increase

the number of available satellites, optimize the spatial

geometry, and improve the availability and continuity of

positioning. But the positioning accuracy and reliability

greatly depend on the quality of satellite orbit and clock

corrections applied by the user. This is particularly true

for the precise point positioning (PPP), which plays a key

role in scientific research such as geodesy (Zhang and

Andersen 2006; Geng et al. 2010; Li et al. 2015a),

atmosphere monitoring (Rocken et al. 2005; Li et al.

2014, 2015b), and early warning for tsunamis and earth-

quakes (Xu et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013) in the past few

years. Most of the current literature mainly focus on the

GPS (and GLONASS) PPP with IGS final combined

precise orbit and clock products (Cai and Gao 2013; Li

and Zhang 2014). These IGS products are generated at

several analysis centers (ACs) with strict quality control

and proper weighting, thus having the highest quality and

internal consistency (Dow et al. 2009). However, no final

combined orbit and clock products are available for the

new emerging systems such as Galileo, BeiDou, and

QZSS. Only a few ACs have been dedicated to generating

the multi-GNSS products in the past 3 years. Recently,

some initial results of the Galileo orbit and clock quality

(Montenbruck et al. 2013; Steigenberger et al. 2015),

BeiDou orbit and clock quality (Steigenberger et al. 2013;

Guo et al. 2015) as well as the positioning performances

using MGEX products (Li et al. 2015c) have been pre-

sented. Nevertheless, the availability, continuity, and

consistency of the MGEX products are still matters of

concern. Assessments on the MGEX products particularly

for the new Galileo, BeiDou, and QZSS have not been

fully investigated yet in the current literature. Such

assessments, however, are of great importance and

necessity for modeling refinements in orbit/clock deter-

mination and the upcoming generation of combined

MGEX products. Moreover, it is helpful for the multi-

GNSS users to choose the most appropriate products and

to better understand their positioning performances.

Considering that the precise orbit and clock products of

the legacy GPS and GLONASS are already mature, and no

precise orbit and clock products are now available for

IRNSS due to the lack of commercial IRNSS-capable

receivers, we focus on the assessment of precise orbit and

clock products for Galileo, BeiDou, and QZSS. Following

an overview of the MGEX products and a brief introduc-

tion of methodology, the quality of the precise orbit and

clock products is analyzed in terms of orbit/clock com-

parison and SLR validation. Thereafter, the quality of

precise orbit and clock products is further assessed by

precise point positioning. Finally, summary and conclu-

sions are made.

Overview of the MGEX precise orbit and clock
products

Initial orbit and clock products for the new (BeiDou,

Galileo, QZSS) and legacy (GPS, GLONASS) systems are

computed based on observations of the MGEX network

and, optionally, other proprietary stations. Up to seven

MGEX Analysis Centers (ACs) are presently contributing

dedicated multi-GNSS products for MGEX. They are

1. Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and Col-

lecte Localisation Satellites (CLS), France

2. Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE),

Switzerland

3. Deutsches GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ), Germany

4. Technische Universität München (TUM), Germany

5. Wuhan University (WU), China

6. Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), Japan

7. European Space Agency (ESA), Germany

Products availability

Table 1 lists the precise orbit and clock products provided

by various ACs. These products are publicly available for

interested users at the MGEX product archive (ftp://cddis.

gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/products/mgex) as well as mirror

sites hosted by IGN and ENSG (École Nationale des Sci-

ences Géographiques, ftp://igs.ensg.eu/pub/igs/products/

mgex). The products are stored in weekly directories

(identified by the 4-digit GPS week) and identified by a

two-letter acronym for the contributing agency, followed

by the letter ‘‘m’’ (for MGEX) in the file name in general.

In the interest of brevity, ‘‘COM,’’ ‘‘ESM,’’ ‘‘GBM/GFM,’’

‘‘GRM,’’ ‘‘TUM,’’ and ‘‘WUM’’ denotes orbit/clock

products from CODE, ESA, GFZ, CNES, TUM, and WU,

respectively, throughout the rest of this article, if there is no

additional explanation given.

Figure 1 depicts the availability of MGEX products by

individual AC and their supported systems. As shown in

Fig. 1, the MGEX products cover a time span of over

3 years, which enables a long-term performance assess-

ment. However, the continuity and latency of MGEX

products are major concerns. For example, ESA products

are only available for 2 weeks in 2013 and 2014, respec-

tively. Products from CNES (‘‘GRM’’) were once inter-

rupted for more than 1 year. As for WUM, the latency

reaches over 2 months.

Processing strategies

Some main strategies of the multi-GNSS processing

options are summarized in Table 2. Both CODE and TUM
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use Bernese GNSS software but with different versions,

while the other ACs employ different software packages:

NAPEOS 3.8 by ESA, EPOS.P8 by GFZ, POD GINS by

CNES, MADOCA by JAXA, and PANDA by WU.

Upgraded versions of these packages support new GNSS

signals. Almost all ACs use un-differenced (UD) data to

form the basic observation equations during the process of

orbit and clock computation. However, CODE uses double-

differenced (DD) data for the computation of the satellite

orbits. Data from the MGEX network are commonly used

for multi-GNSS solution. Besides, some additional stations

from other network such as IGS and CONGO (Cooperative

Network for GIOVE Observations) are used for a better

global coverage.

The orbital arc length ranges from 24 h to several days.

Both ESA and CNES use 1-day data for the orbit estimation,

and additional 3 h of data from the neighboring days

(3 h ? 24 h ? 3 h) is included to get smaller discontinuities

at the day boundaries by CNES (Steigenberger et al. 2015).

The other ACs use multi-day arcs of 3 and 7 days for orbit

solution. Satellite antenna phase center offset (PCO) and

phase center variation (PCV) are corrected according to the

IGS08 conventions (Schmid et al. 2007; Rebischung et al.

2012) for GPS and GLONASS. For the new BeiDou, Galileo,

andQZSS satellites, PCOvalues recommended byMGEXare

applied by most of the ACs until further notice (Rizos et al.

2013; IGSMAIL-7126). In addition, some ACs such as

CODE, ESA, and GFZ use the confidential Galileo PCO and

PCV calibrations from ESA (Steigenberger et al. 2015).

Most of the ACs use the same five-parameter Empirical

CODE Orbit Model (ECOM, Springer et al. 1999), which

is well proven for GPS but appears to be less adequate for

the other GNSS satellites. CNES uses a different one,

which results in a total of nine parameters. It is noted that

CODE switches to the updated solar radiation pressure

(SRP) model since early 2015 (IGSMAIL-7035; Arnold

et al. 2015). The new model, i.e., ECOM2, takes into

account the periodically changing cross section of the

satellite body with respect to the sun.

Methodology of assessment

This section briefly introduces the validation methods used

for assessing the precision and accuracy of the MGEX orbit

and clock products, i.e., orbit/clock comparisons among

ACs, satellite laser ranging (SLR) validation, and precise

point positioning (PPP).

Comparisons among ACs

Consistency between different ACs is the most straight-

forward way for the assessment of orbit and clock quality.

Satellite orbits were compared at 15-min intervals in the

Table 1 Overview of the MGEX precise orbit and clock products as of December 2015

Institution ID Constellations Orbit (min) Clock Remarks

CNES/CLS GRM (GR)E 15 30 s Clock RINEX files since January 4,2015

CODE COM GRE(CJ) 15 5 min BeiDou GEOs excluded; GLONASS clocks since March 23, 2014

GFZ GFM

GBM

GE

GC(REJ)

15

15/5

5 min

5 min/30 s

No more ‘‘gfm’’ products since April 27, 2014

5-min orbit and 30-s clock since May 3, 2015

TUM TUM EJ 5 5 min Orbits and clocks in sp3 format

WU WUM C

GREC(J)

5

15

5 min

5 min

Since 2013

Since 2014

ESA/ESOC ESM GREC(J) 15 5 min Only available for a few weeks

JAXA QZF GJ 5 5 min Orbits and clocks in sp3 format

The letters G, R, E, C, and J, denote, respectively, GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, and QZSS. The same letters will be used below. The

systems in parentheses indicate the products which are not continuously provided

01 05 09 01 05 09 01 05 09 01 05 09
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GBM
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Fig. 1 Availability of MGEX products provided by different ACs as

of December 2015
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along-track, cross-track, and radial directions. Then the

three-dimensional (3D) orbit consistency over the three

components was computed. Satellite clocks were first

compared at 5-min intervals and then aligned to a reference

satellite (by satellite differencing) in order to remove sys-

tematic biases introduced by ACs.

The presence of outliers is inevitable due to different

levels of quality control among various ACs, and thus,

some differences may be extremely large. Given a time

series of orbit or clock differences, if the differences are

three times larger than the medians of the series, these

differences will be regarded as outliers and excluded from

comparison. The root-mean-square (RMS) of orbit and

clock differences is used as the quality indicator.

Satellite laser ranging validation

As a key feature, all satellites of the new constellations are

equipped with laser ranging reflector arrays enabling high-

precision two-way ranging measurements. Thus, satellite

laser ranging (SLR) observations allow for an independent

validation of GNSS satellite orbits. SLR observations col-

lected from the International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS)

(Pearlman et al. 2002) network were compared with

MGEX precise orbits. The differences between SLR

tracking and the computed distance using the GNSS orbits

and reference stations, i.e., SLR residuals, were calculated.

Gross outliers exceeding 1 m were excluded for the

assessment. The mean bias and standard deviation are used

as quality indicators.

Precise point positioning

In order to further verify the quality of MGEX precise orbit

and clock products for the emerging systems, PPP tests

were performed using the updated TriP software developed

by Wuhan University (Zhang et al. 2006). Dual-frequency

ionospheric-free carrier phases and pseudoranges were

used to form the basic observation equations. Precise orbit

and clock products provided by various ACs were applied

to remove satellite orbit and clock errors. However, it is

worth mentioning that the current Galileo and QZSS can-

not be used alone for PPP due to the insufficient number of

satellites. For BDS, BDS-only PPP is currently restricted in

Asia–Pacific region. Therefore, they are commonly com-

bined with GPS and GLONASS satellites. We conducted

PPP using the GPS only, GLONASS only, BeiDou only,

and all the available systems combined observations,

respectively, for completeness and comparison reasons.

Quality analysis

In this section, results of the orbit/clock comparison and

SLR validation are presented. Products over 2 years,

starting from January 1, 2013, to May 1, 2015, were used

Table 2 Comparison of the processing options of MGEX ACs

Option CODE ESA GFZ CNES JAXA TUM WU

Software Bernese 5.3 NAPEOS 3.8 EPOS.P8 POD GINS MADOCA Bernese 5.0 PANDA

Differencing Orbit: DD

Clock: UD

UD UD UD UD UD UD

Frequencies (E,

C and J)

E:E1/E5a

C:B1/B2

J:L1/L2

E:E1/E5b

C:B1/B2

J:L1/L2

E:E1/E5a

C:B1/B2

E:E1/E5a J:L1/L2 E:E1/E5a J:L1/L5 E:E1/E5a

C:B1/B2

Observation

sampling

Orbit:3 min

Clock:5 min

5 min 5 min 15 min 5 min 30 s 30 s

Network MGEX ? IGS MGEX MGEX ? IGS MGEX MGEX ? IGS MGEX ? CONGO MGEX ? IGS

Elevation cutoff Orbit:3�
Clock:5�

10� 7� 12� 10� 5� 7�

Arc length 3 d 1 d 3 d 30 h 7 d E: 5 d

J: 3 d

3 d

PCO/PCV (E, C

and J)

C/J:MGEX*a

E: ESA*b
C/J:MGEX

E:ESA

C:MGEX

E:ESA

E:MGEX J:MGEX E/J:MGEX E/C:MGEX

SRP model ECOM/ECOM2

(since 2015)

ECOM ECOM ECOM*c ECOM*d ECOM ECOM

Reference Prange et al.

(2015)

Springer et al.

(2012)

Uhlemann

et al. (2014)

Loyer et al.

(2012)

Kasho (2014) Steigenberger et al.

(2015)

Guo et al.

(2015)

The following symbols indicate: *a conventional values recommended by MGEX project (see http://igs.org/mgex, and IGSMAIL-7126), *b -

calibration values provided by ESA, *c nine-parameter model, and *d 13-parameter model for QZSS
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for orbit/clock comparison, whereas the SLR validation is

based on half a year of products (September 21, 2014, to

April 30, 2015). Considering that ESA products have only

been made available for MGEX during short test cam-

paigns, they were excluded from evaluation.

Orbit comparisons

Galileo

Figure 2 shows theGalileo orbit comparisons in along-, cross-

track, and radial directions with respect to COM. Orbit dif-

ference in radial component shows the smallest RMS values

between 3 and 5 cm, whereas the along- and cross-track

components haveRMSson the1–2decimeter level formostof

theACs.GRMshows theworst agreement in 2013. The larger

differences can be attributed to the shorter arc length and

different SRPmodels used byCNES asmentioned inTable 2.

In addition, one may notice that the orbit differences in the

figure increase significantly in2015, particularly forGBMand

TUM. The reason is that COM, which is selected as reference

orbits herein, has updated their SRP model to ECOM2 since

early 2015 (IGSMAIL-7035).

Table 3 summarizes the 3D RMS of Galileo orbit

comparisons among all ACs. As shown in the table, COM

and GFM show the best agreement at the 10-cm level,

whereas GRM shows the worst agreement (20–25 cm) due

to the same reason as mentioned above.

BeiDou

Considering the different characteristics among GEO,

IGSO, and MEO constellations, the BeiDou orbit quality is

assessed by individual satellite rather than averaging all

satellites. Figure 3 shows the orbit differences with respect

to GBM in along-track, cross-track, radial components, and

the constellation-averaged 3D RMS of orbit comparisons

are summarized in Table 4. Note that C13 (a MEO satel-

lite) is excluded since it was deactivated at the end of

March 2014. It should also be noted that BeiDou GEOs are

excluded in COM, and thus, only IGSO and MEO satellite

orbits are presented for COM.

As shown in Fig. 3 and Table 4, the MEO orbits show

the best quality, while the GEO orbits show the worst

quality. For a specific satellite, orbit differences in the

along-track component are significantly larger than the

other two components, particularly for the GEO satellites.

Large differences among ACs can be visible for GEOs,

while the IGSO/MEO orbit differences among GBM,

COM, and WUM agree well with each other. For IGSOs,

most of the orbit RMSs are within 0.2 m in along- and

cross-track components, and 0.1 m in radial direction. For

MEOs, the COM and WUM show an agreement of

0.08–0.12 m in the along-track, 0.05–0.10 m in the cross-

track, and 0.03–0.05 m in the radial component with

respect to GBM. RMS of the GEO orbit differences show

up to a few meters in the along-track direction, whereas the

orbital RMS values in the cross-track and radial directions

are mostly within 0.6 and 0.2 m, respectively, with a few

exceptions.

QZSS

It is worth mentioning that only one IGSO satellite (QZS-

1) is currently deployed in orbit for QZSS. Therefore,

Fig. 4 shows the QZS-1 orbit comparisons with respect to

TUM and the statistics of orbit differences among each

ACs are summarized in Table 5. Both COM and QZF show

good agreements with TUM. One may notice that relative

larger differences occur in March and September and

approximately 0.5-year periodical variations are visible in

Fig. 4, which are potentially related to deficiencies in the

QZSS solar radiation pressure modeling, e.g., attitude
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Fig. 2 Galileo orbit comparisons with respect to COM. The

horizontal axes represent date, and the vertical axes represent the

RMS of orbit differences in along-, cross-track, and radial directions

Table 3 3D RMS of Galileo orbit comparisons (units: cm)

COM GBM GFM GRM TUM WUM

COM – 21.5 9.9 23.0 16.9 13.2

GBM – N/A 24.6 17.7 22.9

GFM – 21.4 12.6 12.1

GRM – 22.7 19.4

TUM – 15.2

WUM –

N/A indicates no comparisons due to the lack of orbit/clock overlaps
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model transition from yaw steering to orbit normal for b-
angles of\20� (Ishijima et al. 2009). As shown in Table 5,

the 3D RMSs among COM, QZF, and TUM are 0.2–0.4 m

in general, suggesting a few decimeter level agreement for

the current precise QZS-1 orbit.

Clock comparisons

Figure 5 shows the clock consistency of Galileo and QZS-1

with respect to COM and TUM, respectively, and the RMS

of clock differences is given in Tables 6 and 7. It is worth

mentioning that the points on the horizontal axes in the

figure represent outliers, which were excluded from

statistics. As shown in the figure and the tables, Galileo

clocks mostly show an agreement of 0.2–0.4 ns among six

ACs. As to QZS-1, the clock differences among three ACs

are significantly larger than those of Galileo. Again, half-

year periodical variations are visible, particularly for QZF.
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Fig. 3 BeiDou orbit

comparisons with respect to

GBM. The horizontal axes

represent satellite PRN, and the

vertical axes represent the RMS

of orbit differences in along-,

cross-track, and radial directions

Table 4 3D RMS of BeiDou

orbit comparisons (units: m)
COM WUM GBM

GEO IGSO MEO GEO IGSO MEO GEO IGSO MEO

COM – – – N/A 0.336 0.175 N/A 0.276 0.185

WUM – – – 3.019 0.267 0.126

GBM – – –
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Fig. 4 Orbit comparisons for QZS-1 with respect to TUM. The

horizontal axes represent date, and the vertical axes represent the

RMS of orbit differences in along-, cross-track, and radial directions
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Moreover, the number of outliers for QZS-1 clock com-

parisons is obviously more than those of Galileo during the

periods of March and September. The outlier rejection rates

reach 10 and 20 % for QZF and COM, respectively. The

same reason of incomplete and insufficient orbit modeling

during orbit-normal periods as described in orbit compar-

isons can account for these and thus will not be presented

herein.

Likewise, the quality of BeiDou clock products is

assessed by individual satellite rather than averaging all of

them. Figure 6 shows the satellite-specific clock differ-

ences with respect to GBM, and the statistic RMSs are

given in Table 8 according to different orbit types. Again,

due to the lack of GEOs in COM, only IGSOs and MEOs

clocks of COM are assessed. Obviously, GEO clocks show

the worst agreement compared with the other two con-

stellations due to the poor geometry. The RMSs of GEO

clock differences reach up to 0.6–0.8 ns, whereas the

RMSs of IGSO and MEO clock errors are about 0.3 and

0.2 ns, respectively. Such agreements are comparable with

those of Galileo.

It can be concluded from Tables 6, 7, and 8 that the

clock consistency among MGEX ACs varies from each

other due to their different processing strategies and

overlapping periods (samples). Despite of this, most of

them agree well with each other. In general, the clock

comparisons have a consistency of 0.2–0.4, 0.5–0.8,

0.2–0.3, 0.15–0.2, and 0.4–0.8 ns level for Galileo, BeiDou

GEOs, BeiDou IGSOs, BeiDou MEOs, and QZS-1,

respectively. It is worth mentioning that the estimated

satellite clocks can partially absorb the orbit radial errors.

For this reason, orbit and clock products should be self-

consistent in applications.

SLR validation

The SLR validation is based on a time period of 25 weeks,

namely GPS weeks from 1817 to 1842 (September 21,

2014, to April 30, 2015). For the time period considered

here, an average number of over 800 normal points were

used for each satellite despite of the low tracking priority

for GNSS satellites. Table 9 summarizes the mean biases

as well as standard deviations of SLR residuals for

Table 5 3D RMS of QZS-1

orbit comparisons (units: m)
COM QZF TUM

COM – 0.390 0.336

QZF – 0.181

TUM –
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Fig. 5 Clock comparisons for Galileo (with respect to COM) and
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Table 6 RMS of Galileo clock differences among different ACs

(units: ns)

COM GBM GFM GRM TUM WUM

COM – 0.29 0.27 0.33 0.22 0.18

GBM – N/A 0.38 0.27 0.31

GFM – 0.40 0.39 0.20

GRM – 0.33 0.33

TUM – 0.32

WUM –

Table 7 RMS of QZSS clock

comparisons (units: ns)
COM QZF TUM

COM – 0.55 0.38

QZF – 0.81

TUM –
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Fig. 6 Clock comparisons for BeiDou with respect to GBM. The

horizontal axes represent satellite PRN, and the vertical axes

represent the RMS of clock differences
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different orbit solutions. As indicated in the table, Galileo

orbits of COM, GBM, TUM, and WUM have a bias of

about -5 cm that was already reported by Uhlemann et al.

(2014), and Steigenberger et al. (2015). The standard

deviations are approximately 10 cm for all the three

Galileo IOV satellites. It is interesting to note that Galileo

orbits of GRM show the highest accuracy, i.e., within 1 cm

bias together with a standard deviation of 5–6 cm. The

reason for this is related to the different processing

strategies, particularly the SRP model as mentioned in

Table 2. For BeiDou, orbit accuracy of COM, GBM, and

WUM is on the same level. The mean biases are mostly

within 3 cm for IGSO (C08 and C10) and MEO (C11)

satellites. The standard deviations are between 5 and 8 cm.

However, the SLR residuals show a systematic bias of

about -0.5 m with a standard deviation of 0.3 m for Bei-

Dou C01, which is a GEO orbit satellite. This is reasonable

when we acknowledge the facts that GEO satellites are

tracked by fewer stations simultaneously due to their par-

ticular location and limited coverage. More importantly,

the geometry change of GEO satellites is much smaller

than that of the IGSO and MEO satellites. Consequently,

the accuracy of GEO orbits is worse by a factor of 5 or

more compared to that of IGSOs and MEOs. As to QZSS

(J01), SLR residuals show an accuracy of about 20 cm for

COM, QZF, and TUM orbits. It is also worth to mention

that systematic errors are related to the incomplete mod-

eling of solar radiation pressure throughout the ‘‘orbit-

normal’’ mode employed by QZSS for b-angles of\20�.
Therefore, it can be concluded that an accuracy of about

10 cm is achieved for the current Galileo, BeiDou IGSOs,

and MEOs orbits, whereas the QZSS orbit accuracy is

worse by a factor of 1.5–2. However, one has to keep in

mind that the SLR validation primarily assesses the radial

component, whereas the largest errors occur in the along-

track direction.

PPP performance

In order to fully demonstrate the contribution of the

emerging systems, five Asia–pacific regional distributed

MGEX stations, namely JFNG (China), GMSD (Japan),

CUT0, NORR, and XIMS (Australia), were adopted for

PPP test with different products. Two sets of Multi-GNSS

data (March 10, 2014, and March 10, 2015) recorded on

these stations were processed in the modes of GPS-only

(G), GLONASS-only (R), BeiDou-only (C), and all avail-

able systems combined (ALL) PPP. It should be noted that

only Galileo and QZSS satellites are included in TUM and

thus cannot be directly used for PPP solution due to the

insufficient number of satellites. In order to utilize TUM

products, we used precise GPS orbits and clocks from

COM, which were held fixed in the estimation of TUM

Galileo and QZSS orbits/clocks and were used in the

combined PPP mode herein. In addition, we should be

aware that the sampling rate of GRM clocks is 30 s,

whereas the interval of other clocks is 5 min during the test

periods.

Kinematic PPP solutions

Figures 7 and 8 show the epoch-wise positioning errors of

CUT0 with different products. Table 10 summarizes the

averaged RMS errors of epoch-wise PPP based on the two

datasets as mentioned above. For single-system PPPs, the

GPS-only PPP shows the best performance, whereas the

BeiDou-only PPP shows the worst performance. This is

reasonable since the current MGEX products have the

highest quality for GPS and the worst for BeiDou. After a

short period of convergence, most of the solutions with

different products agree well with each other, which further

confirms good consistency of their precise orbit and clock

products.

As shown in Table 10, the positioning accuracy of GPS-

only PPP mostly reaches 6–7 cm in the east, 3–4 cm in the

north, and 10–11 cm in the up directions. The positioning

accuracy of GLONASS-only PPP is comparable to that of

GPS-only PPP. As to the BeiDou-only PPP, the positioning

accuracy is worse than that of GPS- and GLONASS-only

PPP by a factor of 4 or more with much larger variations. It

is interesting to note that the BeiDou-only PPP solutions

with COM are obviously worse than the solutions with

other products. The 3D positioning accuracy reaches over

1.0 m when COM data are used. This is caused by the

fewer satellites and poor geometry due to the lack of GEO

satellites (all GEOs are excluded in COM). Once the GEO

satellites are included, the positioning performances are

significantly improved. Thus, an accuracy of about 0.2 m is

achievable for the BeiDou-only PPP. This phenomenon

Table 8 RMS of BeiDou clock

differences among different

ACs (units: ns)

COM WUM GBM

GEO IGSO MEO GEO IGSO MEO GEO IGSO MEO

COM – – – N/A 0.26 0. 17 N/A 0.22 0.20

WUM – – – 0.50 0.23 0.15

GBM – – –
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also demonstrates the important contribution of the GEO

satellites even though they are not as accurate as that of

IGSOs and MEOs. Compared against single-system PPP,T
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the multi-GNSS combined PPP runs much smoother and

achieves a higher positioning accuracy. More importantly,

it leads to a shorter convergence time.

Moreover, statistics in Table 10 show that solutions with

GRM products outperform others owing to their higher

sampling rate of clocks. Due to the limited number of

QZSS and Galileo satellites, solutions of ALL-combined

PPP with QZF and TUM are almost the same as those of

GPS-only PPP.

Static PPP solutions

Table 11 summarizes the averaged positioning errors of

daily static PPP using the same data sets. As shown in the

table, daily solutions of both single-system and multi-sys-

tem combined PPP with various products reaches an

accuracy of about a few millimeters to 1–2 cm. However,

one may notice that solutions with QZF products are

obviously worse than the other ones. The larger orbit and

clock differences with respect to other ACs can account for

this. Different from kinematic PPP, the increased number

of satellites and the sampling interval have a marginal

effect on the positioning accuracy of static PPP.

In order to investigate the convergence performance, the

positioning accuracy at different intervals, such as 0.5, 1, 2,

4, 8, 12, and 24 h, are used for comparison. Take CUT0 as

example, Fig. 9 shows the 3D positioning errors of multi-

GNSS combined PPP. As shown in the figure, the largest

differences can be viewed at the first half hour and an

accuracy of 0.1 m is achieved at the initial stage. After 1-h

filtering, the positioning results with various products are

close to each other, which show an accuracy of 1–2 cm.

Summary and conclusions

Within the first few years of MGEX project, initial orbit and

clock products for the emerging systems of Galileo, BeiDou,

and QZSS have been generated by several ACs. The quality

of precise orbits and clocks for these systems has been

assessed through comparisons among ACs, SLR validation,

and PPP tests. Galileo orbit/clock comparisons show a con-

sistency of 0.1–0.25 m for orbit and 0.2–0.4 ns for clock

among the various ACs. BeiDou orbit comparisons show

agreements of 0.2–0.3 m for IGSOs and 0.1–0.2 m for

MEOs. However, much larger differences are visible for

BeiDou GEOs, particularly in along-track direction (about

3–4 m). The RMSs of the BeiDou clock differences are,

respectively, 0.5–0.8, 0.2–0.3, and 0.15–0.2 ns for GEOs,

IGSOs, and MEOs. As to QZSS, the orbit differences are

mostly within 0.2–0.4 m, and the clock differences vary

from 0.4 to 0.8 ns together with significant periodical vari-

ations. SLR validations show an accuracy of about 0.1 m for

Galileo IOVs, BeiDou IGSOs (C08 and C10), and MEO

(C11) satellite orbits, and about 0.2 m for QZSS orbits.

Systematic offsets range from a few millimeters to several

centimeters are visible for Galileo IOVs, BeiDou IGSOs/

MEOs, and QZSS, whereas the mean bias of BeiDou GEO

satellite (C01) reaches approximately -0.5 m with a stan-

dard deviation of 0.3 m. The systematic biases may be

Table 10 RMS of positioning

error of kinematic PPP with

different products (units: cm)

Products GPS-only GLONASS-only BeiDou-only ALL-combined

E N U E N U E N U E N U

COM 6.1 3.5 11.0 6.8 3.8 13.9 38.7 22.4 87.6 2.6 1.5 5.1

GBM 6.2 3.2 9.9 6.7 3.1 10.2 7.0 4.5 14.7 3.1 2.2 5.8

GRM 3.9 1.9 6.3 7.1 2.9 8.0 – – – 1.6 1.5 5.0

QZF 5.6 3.0 11.2 – – – – – – 5.6 3.0 11.2

TUM – – – – – – – – – 6.1 3.5 10.9

WUM 6.6 3.4 9.8 6.0 3.8 9.9 6.7 4.4 13.6 3.0 2.3 5.5

Table 11 RMS of positioning

error of static PPP with different

products (units: cm)

Products GPS-only GLONASS-only BeiDou-only ALL-combined

E N U E N U E N U E N U

COM 0.5 -0.3 -0.4 0.1 -0.6 1.2 0.4 0.4 1.9 0.2 -0.4 0.3

GBM 0.3 -0.4 0.1 -0.1 -0.8 0.9 0.2 -0.5 1.5 0.0 -0.7 0.9

GRM -0.6 -1.7 -0.0 -1.0 -2.1 0.1 – – – -0.9 -1.8 0.1

QZF -1.8 -2.0 1.5 – – – – – – -1.8 -2.0 1.5

TUM – – – – – – – – – 0.5 -0.3 -0.4

WUM 0.4 -0.0 -0.3 0.2 -0.1 1.1 0.3 0.0 1.6 0.2 -0.1 0.7
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attributed to orbit modeling problems, such as solar radiation

pressure and phase center offset issues, which need further

investigation. PPP tests show that the solutionswith different

products mostly agree well with each other, which further

confirms the good consistency of orbits and clocks among

various ACs. Compared against single-GNSS PPP, the

multi-GNSS PPP runs much smoother in the initial stage,

leading to a shorter convergence time.

However, it is worth mentioning that a few exceptions

may appear through the whole assessments due to the

insufficient models, different processing strategies, and

ongoing updates. Therefore, upcoming activities should be

devoted to refining and unifying the precise orbit deter-

mination algorithms, such as attitude model, radiation

pressure parameters, and antenna phase offsets for the new

Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS, and IRNSS. In addition, the

availability and reliability of multi-GNSS satellite orbit and

clock products are still matters of concern. It is imperative

to generate MGEX final combined products from various

ACs as IGS with strict quality control and proper weighting

scheme. Moreover, higher sampling rate such as 30- or 5-s

interval precise clock products is the urgent need for the

multi-GNSS users in the kinematic applications.
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